Relational Landscape
Call for Projects 2021

Second International Landscape Triennale of Marne la Vallée

Workshops with the inhabitants of the Pignons neighborhood to find new ways for the area to be a shared space.
Three workshops propose spaces for square meters are shared, buildings or intersections instead of new garage by growing space in the neighborhood.

Propositions by the collective Le Potiron Suspendu:
Planning for the future the buildings and streets;
Incorporating the green in the neighborhoods;
Transforming the open space into a park;
Incorporating the green in the neighborhood.

Proposition by the collective Landscape Mama:
Shared garden space;
Workshops with the inhabitants for planting, care and harvest.

Map samples:
- Vegetables and fruit from the shared garden, kept from the bee field, are sold on the weekly plant market, home-made clothes, and pop-up market in the future marketplace.

Free inventory:
- Planning the introductory workshop to progress the landscape of the former neighborhood.